
This version is permanent public work managed 
by Chishima Foundation, Osaka.Weight of 7 
big rocks are about 4t.I printed my faces with 
transfer sheets on rocks which were originally 
there. This is inspired from nature worship of 
Shinto(Japanese religion)

ノガミカツキ

Permant Public Work (By Chishima Foundation, Osaka)

-summary- 
This version is permanent public work managed by Chishima Foundation, Osaka. 
Weight of 7 big rocks are about 4t.I printed my faces with transfer sheets on rocks 
which were originally there to make digital images unique pieces because natural 
objects has unique one.This is inspired from possession on nature worship of 
Shinto(Japanese religion) 
-MEDIA- 
Rocks, transfer sheet 
-SIZE- 
8 Rocks of 70cm*70cm~200cm*200cm 
-Exhibition- 
OPEN STUDIO SSK 2021 
Yamanashi Media Arts Award 2021

“ Image Cemetery” 2021
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https://vimeo.com/567578627

“Skin Records” in Kyoto 2021 start of the project

Leaving faces around the city

Portfolio

—SUMMARY— 

The artist printed his skin on natural objects in the city with a 
UV printer. 

—CONCEPT— 

This was made during declaration of a state of emergency in 
Kyoto, Japan.He participated in the residency program.He 
felt he was a foreign matter in this city.He chose to print his 
skin on natural objects in the city with a uv printer.In this digital 
era, everything is becoming digitalized.Even body will vanish 
someday.Then he wanted to leave some objects as evidence 
of his being.He always records his skin with a 2d scanner 
because it’s his complex and identity at the same time.



ノガミカツキ

https://vimeo.com/6716506142021. 8 The Exhibition of Jack into the Noösphere (Chiba)

-size- 
100 pieces of 120 kg of stones. 
10m*7m*40cm 
The ponds in the Japanese garden, such as the 
Jodoshiki Garden, functioned as the Sanzu River 
which is mythological river to pass from real world 
to afterlife in Buddhist. He arranged his past 
photographs so that they would sink gradually, 
and used the reflection to make them look 
spiritual.

“Image Cemetery” in Japanese garden 2021



ノガミカツキ

6

2021.11 END exhibition at AnB Tokyo

In the plant version, I am trying to 
give the image a life by planting it 
as if it were alive. And it died 
sooner than humans, making me 
love this one like a pet.

“ Image Planting” 2021
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“Skin Portrait”(portfolio) 2018~2021

https://vimeo.com/305612639

The body that is forced into the square frame is a 
modern body that is forced by technology and 
cannot leave the face of the display. Instead of an 
abstract selfie, I used my ugly scanned image of 
my complex pores in detail.The image expresses 
the feeling that each cell is alive when the pores 
are being crushed. 
The Roomba version is equipped with a gyro 
sensor and a projector, and the image is 
projected according to the direction in which 
Roomba moves, and the orientation in the 360-
degree image is also synchronized. 

-MEDIA- 
Video, Roomba, iPhone, Painting 
-SIZE- 
60cm*2m, *4m*2.5m 
-Exhibition history- 
ifva @HongKong Art Center(Hong Kong) 2021 
Japan Media Arts Festival Next World ExhiVision 
billboard exhibition(Tokyo) 2020 
MAPP_Montreal@Never Apart Gallery 
(Montreal) 2018 
Data: Salon XXXII @ Eastern Bloc Gallery 
(Montreal) 2018

ノガミカツキ
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“Modern Body”(portfolio) 2018~2021

https://vimeo.com/305612639

ノガミカツキ

-Exhibition history- 
ifva (Hong Kong) 2021 
Japan Media Arts Festival Next World 
ExhiVision Street Vision Exhibition (Tokyo) 
2020 
MAPP_Montreal (Montreal) 2018 
Data: Salon XXXII @ Eastern Bloc Gallery 
(Montreal) 2018



"Yamada Taro Project”(portfolio) 2014~2021

https://vimeo.com/82250584

—SUMMARY— 

The mannequins and performers will exchange image of face with the passersby ; these images become their faces 

on the iPads. It shows lack of identity on the internet. 

—CONCEPT— 

Identity is made fluid on the Internet, hiding behind pseudonyms and avatars; there is no way to be completely sure 

if a recipient or distributor of information online is real. Twitter, for instance, has approximately 70 million  bot 

accounts masquerading as people; identity is deferred, performed by a series of ones and zeroes. The Japanese 

view these empty, bogus accounts as a problem and refer to them as Bakatter. The Yamada Taro Project conflates 

the public and the private, transposing the increasingly vague and mutable identities on social networking services 

and elsewhere on the Internet. Yamada Taro is the Japanese equivalent of John Smith, an allegedly common name 

that could belong to anyone, yet belongs to no one in particular, which gives anonymity a name. The confounding, 

blank figure of Yamada Taro finds representation in the equally anonymous mannequin with an iPad functioning as 

a fluctuating mask. 

In an event,I use many faces of who states participate on Facebook event page.

ノガミカツキ



"Yamada Taro Project”(portfolio) 2014~2021
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https://vimeo.com/82250584

ノガミカツキ

-media- 
iPad, clothes, mannequins, people 

-size- 
3m * 2m * 2m 

-Exhibition history- 
Parent-Child Art 2019, ELEKTRA Canada 2018, Scopitone France 2016, 

Roppongi Art Night, WRO Poland 2015, 
FILE Brazil 2015, Mori Art Museum 2014, HFG Germany 2014,



VR 
Packed my face in devices. 
Made during residency in 
Salzburg.You experience 
inside the elevator alone.It 
interacts with move of the 
elevator. 

-exhibition- 
subnetAIRs (Austria) 2021 
OpenstudioSSK(Osaka) 2021 

“Colonized Face” 2018~2021 ノガミカツキ

https://vimeo.com/284068594
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MEDIUM:House dust,light,projection 
SIZE:4m*5m*6m 

-EXHIBITION- 
Nakanojo Biennale (Japan,2021) 

National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation(Japan 2018)  
WRO2019(Poland) 

finalist of WIRED CREATIVE HACK AWARD and Kitakyushu(Japan) 
 Digital Creator Contest(Japan)

”Time Quarantine” as a member of HOKORI computing(portfolio)

https://youtu.be/EBwEjcqbXx4

ノガミカツキ
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”Time Quarantine” as a member of HOKORI computing(portfolio)

https://youtu.be/EBwEjcqbXx4

ノガミカツキ

—SUMMARY— 
An installation that beats house dust with static 
electricity. We define house dust as an artificial life 
that is two sides of the same coin with human 
activity. 
—CONCEPT— 
Fear of invisible things, such as the COVID-19, is 
only increasing. But it works with humans. 
Dust is an artificial object that is created only in 
places where people are active.But it goes 
unnoticed and is quiet in one corner. It is gray 
because it is a collection of countless types of 
substances. Therefore, we mixed the dust collected 
near the venue and exhibited it. By moving it with 
static electricity, it seemed to be active again. 
The charged sound is picked up by the guitar 
pickup and amplified. By projecting a close-up 
image of small dust moving in an acrylic sphere, it 
creates a dynamic and earth-like effect.
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“Thawing” 2022 

https://vimeo.com/476622854

ノガミカツキ

In this residency Kosudo, I mainly conducted research, so I had a very hard time creating a concept. I met many different 
people every day, and a lot of places, information, and experiences were all input into me. I was often tired of 
communicating, and I felt as if I was disappearing because of this massive amount of input. Tired, I always looked out into the 
courtyard of the machiya lab where I was staying. I felt uncomfortable in the inner courtyard corridor, because it was a 
townhouse and all the front grids were made of glass and visible from the outside. It was the first time for me to stay in a 
tenement house, and I wondered if people in the past, who were not good at socializing, might have settled down here. One 
of the features of Kosudo row houses is that the inner courtyard is large enough for snow removal. In addition, the winter in 
Niigata Prefecture is very gloomy with snow and clouds covering the sky from beginning to end, and in 2019, the prefecture 
recorded the second highest suicide rate in Japan. Depressing feelings could have piled up or been released in the 
courtyard. Therefore, I decided to create a video that mixed these feelings of avalanche of lots of information with the scenery 
of accumulating snow. 

Video installation 
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https://vimeo.com/476622854

ノガミカツキ“Thawing” 2022 

The signs of closed stores, the Buddha statues filled with prayers, the new 
 The new shopping mall, election posters, the Kosudo Stripes factory that is about to disappear, the clock used in the townhouse 
lab in the past, these are all filled with past and present time. 
 The objects were piled up in the courtyard, and many spools of thread, which were supposed to disappear, were born on top 
of them to repaint time. Then,The idea was to create an image that mixed the emotions of the avalanche of information with the 
landscape of accumulating snow.


